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A novel mechanism of hybrid assembly of molecules on surfaces is proposed stemming from
interactions between molecules and on-surface metal atoms which eventually got trapped inside the
network pores. Based on state-of-the-art theoretical calculations, we find that the new mechanism relies on
formation of molecule-metal atom pairs which, together with molecules themselves, participate in the
assembly growth. Most remarkably, the dissociation of pairs is facilitated by a cooperative interaction
involving many molecules. This new mechanism is illustrated on a low coverage Melamine hexagonal
network on the Au(111) surface where multiple events of gold atoms trapping via a set of so-called ‘‘gate’’
transitions are found by kinetic Monte Carlo simulations based on transition rates obtained using ab initio
density functional theory calculations and the nudged elastic band method. Simulated STM images of
gold atoms trapped in the pores of the Melamine network predict that the atoms should appear as bright
spots inside Melamine hexagons. No trapping was found at large Melamine coverages, however. These
predictions have been supported by preliminary STM experiments which show bright spots inside
Melamine hexagons at low Melamine coverages, while empty pores are mostly observed at large
coverages. Therefore, we suggest that bright spots sometimes observed in the pores of molecular
assemblies on metal surfaces may be attributed to trapped substrate metal atoms. We believe that this
type of mechanism could be used for delivering adatom species of desired functionality (e.g., magnetic)
into the pores of hydrogen-bonded networks serving as templates for their capture.
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Recent STM studies of hydrogen-bonded molecular
assemblies on crystal surfaces have resulted in significant
progress in our ability to create and modify these selforganized networks [1–10]. The motivation for much of
this research is the premise that control of the porous
network structure can be achieved by modifying
the component molecules which may result in changes to
the size and shapes of the pores [4,11]. The pores can be
used as a template to host foreign species of required
functionality [12]. However, this template approach has
intrinsic limitations due to the strict requirements concerning the relative sizes of the pores and guest species.
Violation of these requirements may result in defects,
such as more than one functional unit per pore, which
might compromise the performance of the network. For
this reason it is extremely important to develop alternative
kinetic pathways, which ensure defect-free fabrication of
functional surface networks.
In this Letter we describe such a kinetic pathway based
on the co-assembly of a network constructed from an
organic molecule and an atomic species. We show that
there are two key factors in this process that ensure delivery
of no more than one atom per pore. First, atomic-molecular
dimers need to be formed to take part in the network
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formation. Second, there is a requirement of a specific
gating mechanism of atomic insertion into a pore mediated
by collective interactions between the network molecules
and atoms. The important factor here is the existence
of freely diffusing native metal substrate adatoms. The
free metal adatoms may play an important role in the
formation of adlayers on surfaces [13]; however, the relevance of this prediction for molecular assembly is rarely
discussed. At variance with metal coordination phenomena
[4,14–19], we propose a new mechanism whereby metal
atoms may directly participate in the molecular assembly
without affecting the bonding between the molecules.
We illustrate this mechanism on a prototype system of
the hexagonal network of Melamine molecules, Figs.
1(a)–1(d), on the Au(111) surface [20–24] which may
trap individual gold atoms. Our study is mainly theoretical,
but the results are supported by experimental STM images.
The calculations were performed using the ab initio
density functional theory (DFT) SIESTA method [25,26]
using the Perdew, Becke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) [27] density
functional with semiempirical dispersion interaction [28],
and a two layer gold slab [29]. As the Melamine molecules
adsorb on the surface, they start interacting with mobile
Au adatoms. Calculations suggest that it is energetically
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FIG. 1 (color online). High resolution STM images of (a) an
island after deposition of 0.1 ML (6  6 nm2 area; Vs ¼
0:6 V, It ¼ 0:1 nA) and (b) 1 ML (6  6 nm2 area; Vs ¼
1:8 V, It ¼ 0:5 nA) of Melamine [shown in the inset of (b)
with grey, blue
pﬃﬃﬃ and white colors for C, N, and H atoms] on Au
(111)-(22  3) surface. On both images one can clearly see
hexagonal lattices formed by triangles representing individual
molecules (indicated as white). In (a) a large number of bright
spots is found inside hexagons of Melamines, while in (b) these
are rare. Arrows in (a) and (b) indicate occasional dark and
bright spots, respectively. Schematic presentations of the two
structures (a) and (b) are shown in (c) and (d) with Melamine
molecules depicted as red triangles, and in (c) bright spots as
blue circles. (e) A stable M þ Au pair formed by Melamine
(indicated with a red triangle) and Au atom (large blue circle).
(f) Calculated STM image of a Melamine hexagon with a Au
atom inside on the gold surface.

favorable (by up to 0.9 eV) for a Melamine molecule to trap
a single Au adatom whereby forming a stable M þ Au pair,
Fig. 1(e). The molecules and pairs were found to be quite
mobile at room temperature (RT) (the diffusion barriers are
’ 0:05 and 0.2 eV, respectively [29]). Hence, molecules
will readily find free adatoms and form pairs; as the
concentration of the adatoms is reduced, the thermal equilibrium with step edges is shifted and more adatoms
become available, i.e., Melamine molecules would mop
up all available Au atoms and then serve as their carriers
across the surface. Note that only Au atoms attached alone
to a step edge have the lowest barrier to detach from it
(’ 0:43 eV [29]).
Importantly, another Melamine molecule can only
attach to the M þ Au pair at either of the two sides not
already occupied by the Au atom (with the energy gain of
0.42 eV [22–24]). This should affect the formation of the
Melamine network in which Melamine molecules attach to
all three sides of every molecule whereby building a hexagonal structure [20–24], see Fig. 1(d). We find that the
high energy barrier of 0.9 eV for the dissociation of a single
M þ Au pair, unsurmountable at RT, is greatly reduced (to
0.2–0.4 eV) when four molecules are attached to the pair as
shown in Fig. 2(a) forming an incomplete hexagon with a
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FIG. 2 (color online). Schematics of four investigated gate
transitions. The Au atom (larger blue circle) and the sixth
molecule coming to close the hexagon are shown in full color
or as dim in their initial and final configurations, respectively.
The Au atom goes into the hexagon center if: (a) it is on the inner
side of molecule 1; (b) when the M þ Au pair approaches the
pentagon at the gate site as shown; (c) the Au atom is attached to
the outer side of molecule 5 when it initially jumps on the side of
molecule 6 facing the gate (the barrier for this elementary
transition depends on distance d between N atoms of molecules
5 and 6), and then goes into the hexagon center while molecule 6
closes the gate, exactly as in (b). Finally, a different orientation
of the M þ Au pair results in the Au atom ending up on the outer
side of molecule 1 in (d).

‘‘gate’’ between the molecules 1 and 5 (the ‘‘cooperativity’’ effect). Hence, the self-assembly process can be envisaged as a sequence of Melamine to Melamine
attachment events accompanied by the pairs dissociation;
the detached Au atoms either diffuse out of the forming
hexagon to find themselves trapped outside it, or become
trapped inside the hexagons during their closure by the
incoming sixth molecule. Moreover, our calculations show
that it is energetically favorable for Au adatoms to be
inside hexagons [29].
Several possible gate mechanisms, shown schematically
in Fig. 2, either lead to the Au atom trapping (a)–(c) or it
ending up outside attached to molecule 1 (d). However,
even in the latter case the Au atom would eventually end up
in the center of the adjacent hexagon during its construction via transition (a). To calculate the corresponding barriers, we performed extensive nudged elastic band (NEB)
[30,31] DFT calculations, and found that the upper
boundaries for the barriers for the four transitions are
0.41, 0.25, 0.25, and 0.41 eV. Preliminary analyses indicated much larger energy barriers for other transitions that
can be envisaged (e.g., for the adatom in case (d) moving
inside the hexagon), suggesting their contribution to the
growth kinetics being marginal.
To model the growth of the network upon evaporation of
Melamines on the Au(111) surface with a supply of free Au
atoms, we performed extensive RT kinetic Monte Carlo
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(KMC) simulations. Although the concentration of free
adatoms can be evaluated knowing the relevant energy
barriers and the surface structure using, e.g., steps kinetics
models [13,32], this goes beyond the scope of this study,
and we accepted adatom concentration as a parameter of
the theory.
We considered a 80  80 simulation region with the
hexagonal grid. Melamine molecules were allowed to occupy every site of the grid apart from the hexagon centers.
A certain number of gold atoms were added at the start of
the simulations which were allowed to occupy all sites
including the hexagon centers. No periodic boundary conditions were used. Instead, the simulation region was surrounded by a running ‘‘wall’’ mimicking the step edges.
Melamine molecules were not allowed to approach the
walls, while the gold atoms were able to attach to it without
any barrier, and also detach with the barrier of 0.43 eV.
Free Au atoms and Melamine molecules diffuse on the
surface with the calculated barriers of 0.1 and 0.05 eV,
respectively. Melamine molecules can rotate by 60 on the
same lattice site with the same diffusion barrier. Au atoms
were allowed to attach (detach) to (from) Melamine molecules (by no more than a single Au atom allowed to attach),
and the barrier of 0.9 eV was applied to the detachment
transition. The created M þ Au pairs are able to diffuse on
the hexagonal lattice and rotate by 60 with the calculated
barrier of 0.2 eV. Melamine molecules can also attach/
detach to/from each other with the detachment barrier of
0.42 or 0.84 eV corresponding to one and two neighbors,
respectively, (0.42 eV is the Melamine dimer binding
energy [23,24]). Clusters of molecules were assumed to
be immobile, although, as described above, single molecules are able to detach from clusters into nearest empty
sites. All four gate transitions were also implemented, with
the barriers chosen to be by ’ 0:1 eV smaller than the NEB
calculated values. This is due to the fact that the calculated
barriers may only serve as upper boundaries [29]. Note that
for the gate transition to happen, only three molecules are
needed: two at the gate and one coming to it, and hence a
successful ’gate’ transition does not yet guarantee the
capture of the Au atom as it may escape (diffuse out) if
the hexagon is not yet complete. All preexponential factors
in the rates were taken to be 1013 s1 .
Initially, we placed a certain number of Au atoms on the
hexagonal lattice (surrounded by the wall) and equilibrated
the system. This required nanosecond time scales and
resulted in most of the Au atoms decorating the wall
(step edges) and a rather small number of them (on average) distributed across the lattice at any single time. Then
deposition of the Melamine molecules was initiated with a
predefined constant rate and the KMC simulation was
allowed to run much longer than the desired Melamine
coverage was reached. As Melamine molecules are deposited, they start forming M þ Au pairs whereby displacing
the thermodynamic equilibrium between the free Au atoms
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on the lattice and those attached to the wall, so that more
Au atoms detach from the wall and become available to the
Melamines; this continues until the whole supply of the Au
atoms is exhausted and all of them are found either trapped
within the Melamine hexagons or decorating the islands
edges. We find that most of the Au atoms decorate the
edges of Melamine islands, however, as shown in Fig. 3
(insets), their considerable number (about 10%–15%) are
found trapped inside hexagons for some Au atoms
concentrations.
Typical time dynamics of the number of Melamine
molecules deposited on the surface, M þ Au pairs, Au
atoms attached to the wall and trapped inside Melamine
hexagons are shown in Fig. 3. One can clearly see a gradual
decrease of the Au atoms at the wall strongly correlated
with the formation of M þ Au pairs. Initially, the number
of M þ Au pairs increases in the same way as the number
of deposited Melamine molecules; however, after the point
A, the number of molecules arriving on the surface is larger
than the number of Au atoms becoming available, and the
increase of the M þ Au pairs slows down. After the point
B, no more Au atoms are available and the process of
formation of new M þ Au pairs stopped. After that instant,
one can observe the growth in the number of the Au atoms
trapped in the Melamine hexagons; at the same time the
number of M þ Au pairs is reduced, and, as one would
expect, both events are strongly correlated. Note that, if
both the M þ Au pairs formation and the Au atoms deposition from the wall happen rather quickly, trapping of Au
atoms inside hexagons takes a very long time (seconds) and

FIG. 3 (color online). Time dynamics of the number of deposited Melamine molecules (blue), formed M þ Au pairs (green),
Au atoms attached to the wall (black) and trapped inside
Melamine hexagons (red) during a KMC simulation. Typical
Melamine islands stabilized after a KMC run and shown in insets
are seen to contain trapped Au atoms (blue) and decorated edges.
The density of trapped Au atoms varies from one island to the
other. Calculation details: deposition rate 105 ps1 , Melamine
coverage 0.1, initial concentration of Au atoms 0.018.
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most of the processes happen after the Melamine coverage
has been reached. We stress that gate transitions were
competing in our KMC simulations with pure diffusion
of Au adatoms, and all successful trapping events occurred
entirely due to the former mechanism with all four transitions contributed practically equally.
The results presented above correspond to a rather low
Melamine coverage of 0.1 ML. We have also performed
similar calculations for higher coverages of up to 0.4 ML
using a range of deposition rates between 105 and 103
(which are still many orders of magnitude faster than in
experiments). We find that the number of trapped Au atoms
depends rather weakly on the deposition rate. However, it
strongly depends on the Melamine coverage: at higher
coverages above 0.2 ML the number of trapped Au atoms
is substantially reduced as compared with the case of
0.1 ML coverage. This is explained by the fact that at
high Melamine coverages pure Melamine islands are built
much faster than the gate transitions are capable placing
the Au atoms into hexagon centers during the islands
growth leading mostly to decoration of the islands with
the Au atoms. Summarizing, our calculations predict that
at low Melamine coverages a considerable number of Au
atoms get trapped in the pores of the Melamine hexagonal
network; at high coverages the trapping is much less
frequent. For any coverage we also find that islands edges
also get decorated with Au atoms.
If Au atoms are able to occupy pores of the Melamine
hexagonal network, they may be seen in STM images, and
indeed, when we calculated the STM images of a
Melamine hexagon on the gold surface with and without
a gold atom in its center [29], only in the former case do we
find a bright spot in it, Fig. 1(f). These findings have been
evaluated in our STM experiments in which we imaged
Melamine networks at low and high coverages at RT in an
STM operating at a pressure of 108 Pa. Melamine molecules were sublimated at 100  C. Etched tungsten tips were
used to obtain constant current images at RT with a bias
voltage applied to the sample. The network structure as
seen in STM images was found to depend mostly on the
coverage; no differences were found when several flux
values for Melamine deposition were applied. High
resolution STM images after deposition of Melamine
molecules on the Au(111) surface are shown in Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b). The high (1 ML) coverage image (b) reveals the
molecules forming a hexagonal lattice with dark spots in
the center of most hexagons composed of six molecules,
the latter appearing in the images as triangular protrusions
[20–24]. Only few bright spots in Melamine hexagons are
visible (indicated by arrows). In comparison, most of the
Melamine hexagons are filled with a bright spot each at low
(0.1 ML) coverage shown in (a), with only few dark spots
clearly visible inside some hexagons, also indicated by
arrows (large scale STM images are provided in SI).
Note that the boundaries of Melamine islands with trapped
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Au species appear blurry in our STM images [29], so that
we were unable to verify decoration of islands boundaries
with Au atoms as predicted by theory.
Bright spots in the pores of the networks of organic
molecules on metal surfaces were observed previously. In
[33] these were assigned to Melamine molecules standing
upright in the pores of their hexagons. In [34] rare bright
spots were observed in the PTCDA network on the
Ag(110) surface after Ag atoms deposition; clearly, these
extra features were attributed to the Ag adatoms. Our
findings seem to indicate that the bright spots observed
in [33] correspond to the Au atoms trapped during the
network formation. The hypothesis associating bright spots
with upright Melamine molecules [33] seems unlikely as it
would favor bright spots to exist both at low and high
coverages which contradicts both our observations and
theoretical predictions.
One may think that bright spots may be related to the
herringbone reconstruction (HR) of the Au(111) surface
itself, which ‘‘expels’’ extra atoms (responsible for the
strain in the upper gold layer [35]) into the pores of the
hexagons during the assembly growth. This is unlikely
since at high coverages the characteristic HR is visible as
imprinted on the Melamine network, i.e., is not lifted
[22,29]. Penetration of Au atoms into the pores of an
existing Melamine network should also be ruled out due
to unsurmountable energy barriers at RT. One is left with
the explanation proposed here. It is possible that some
other mechanisms may also exist; however, it is clear,
due to rather small transition barriers we calculated, that
the gate transitions must be playing a very important, if not
dominant, role in the Au atoms trapping.
Concluding, we have found a new kinetic pathway for
generating functionalized surface nanostructures based on
specific mechanisms of embedding functionalizing atoms
into porous molecular networks. Using melamine on
Au(111) as an example, we show that the key feature of
this pathway is the formation of melamine-Au pairs. The
latter directly participate in the formation of hexagonal
melamine network and provide functionalizing Au atoms
into the pores via specific gating mechanisms mediated by
cooperative molecular interactions. The trapped Au atoms
manifest themselves as bright spots which we observed in
our STM experiments. The proposed mechanism we believe is not only restricted to the Melamine-gold system.
This is supported by our preliminary calculations of other
molecules on gold [29] which demonstrate atom-molecule
pair formation. We hope that the present work will
stimulate more studies leading to better understanding of
the role played by native surface adatoms in formation of
molecular assemblies in this and other systems for which
the Melamine-gold system may serve as a prototype
example.
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